Namaste dear Kriyabans and friends of Kriya Yoga,
Om Kriya Babaji Nama Aum
Over the past few months we have lovingly designed inspirational message cards with beautiful images,
many of Babaji, made of high quality photographs by our Kriyaban Ahil Siva in Sri Lanka. The messages
contain quotations from The Voice of Babaji: A Trilogy on Kriya Yoga, and from our lineage founder Yogi
S.A.A. Ramaiah, or from our works on the Siddhas.
These message cards will be delivered to your mobile phone two or three times a week, translated carefully
into your language, or if you prefer, in their original English version.
We will send the cards via a WhatsApp anonymous broadcast list (the recipients of the messages cannot see
or write to each other).
We will simultaneously post them on Instagram. There you can access them (even without having your own
account) on our Instagram account babajiskriyayoga.
You are welcome to share them with others through your personal social media channels.

Would you like to receive these Babaji inspirational message cards?
If so, please send your mobile number and name, depending on your residence, to one of the following
contacts:
USA: Dharmadas <streeby@mac.com>
Canada, Australia/Oceania: Amman <amman@babajiskriyayoga.net>
India, Asia (MY SG UAE): Vijay <vijaygudimetla@gmail.com>
Sri Lanka: Ahil <babajiskriyayogalk@gmail.com>
U.K.: Marina <babaji.ky.london@gmail.com>
Europe, Russia: Nevena <virtualsatsangbky@gmail.com>
Estonia: Ave <ave.aradhana@gmail.com>
Japan: Nagaraj <lightonejp@yahoo.co.jp>
In reply to your request, we will email to you the phone number, from which we will send the cards via
Whatsapp. This number will be used for this purpose only, and not for callback or conversations. Due to antispam precautions, you will not be able to receive the cards unless you have added this number to your mobile
phone’s contacts.
Of course, your details will be stored confidentially and exclusively for this purpose in accordance with data
protection. You are currently receiving emails from Babaji's Kriya Yoga based on your contact data from an
initiation seminar or book order.
Jai Babaji!
Your Babaji message cards team
Satchidananda
Babaji’s Kriya Yoga Order of Acharyas

